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Introduction

Techila Technologies is a leading provider of High-Performance Computing
(HPC) middleware solutions and one of the pioneers of cloud-powered HPC.
Techila Technologies has co-operated with the leading cloud computing
platform providers for several years: Amazon, Google and Microsoft.
There are many benchmarks and analysis reports available about processor
types or data transfer speeds. These reports are great, but based on the
conversations which Techila Technologies has had with customers, they
feel that FLOPS/ USD or Gbps/ USD or memory/ USD does not always
translate directly to performance in real-world application scenarios. Techila
Technologies has decided to fill this gap on the Cloud Computing market.
In the beginning of 2014, Techila Technologies started searching for answers to HPC customers, and
decided to put the leading cloud platforms to a test into a new kind of benchmark experiment. The goal of
this benchmark experiment was to provide the missing link to the market and provide customers with an
easy-to-understand analysis and benchmark. The focus of the analysis was put on how equipped the
leading clouds are to respond to needs arising from HPC scenarios, and how well they perform in realworld HPC use-cases.
Techila Technologies started the development of the test suite in co-operation with participating cloud
platform providers and active HPC influencers in LinkedIn groups related to MATLAB, R programming
language, and simulation-driven engineering.
This first round of this benchmark experiment highlighted interesting differences between the leading cloud
platforms. Not all cloud platforms are equally elastic. What could look very cost efficient can turn less than
ideal from cost and usability points of view, if the technical features do not align with the needs of our
business. We can say without doubt that cloud computing will have a role to play in the future of HPC.
Cloud will also shape the way, how we understand the word “HPC”. But cloud will also require learning
new ways of thinking, when we are designing our HPC infrastructures.
Techila Technologies believes that now, as the first round of the cloud benchmark experiment has been
completed and the results are available, readers of this report can find themselves thinking about more
use-cases and scenarios, which would be relevant to their business. Techila Technologies welcomes all
feedback. Readers of this report can submit their development ideas about the development of this report
to Techila Technologies using the contact details available on Techila Technologies’ web site at
www.techilatechnologies.com or by sending email to benchmarks@techilatechnologies.com.
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Test cases

Techila Technologies decided to divide the tests included in the cloud benchmark experiment into two
categories:



Deployment
HPC application performance

In modern business, enterprises IT managers need to be able to meet fluctuating demands of business
efficiently. Because the demand for computing resources can vary drastically from one time to another,
maintaining sufficient resources on-premise to meet requirements can be costly. Cloud customers see
cloud and on-demand models as a way to overcome this challenge.
The purpose of the deployment tests is to analyze each cloud platform’s ability to provision a requested
computing capacity. How equipped are cloud platform providers to respond to these needs? HPC
scenarios require a significant number of processor cores, and having the right expectations for the service
level is critical for successful and cost-efficient enterprise cloud HPC integration. These questions are valid
in both typical HPC scenarios, which utilize cloud-based processing:



Full-cloud HPC, where the entire computing environment is implemented in the cloud; and
Hybrid cloud HPC, which consists of an on-premises HPC infrastructure and can scale out to
cloud using cloud bursting.

The questions we ask in the Deployment tests include:




Does a customer get the requested resources on demand?
How elastic is a cloud? Can it support ad-hoc HPC?
In a cloud, once you have got the resources, you need to configure them for your application. Are
there differences in the time it takes to prepare the cloud to support a new application?

The purpose of the application tests is to analyze each cloud platform’s
performance in real-world HPC scenarios. In this benchmark experiment Techila
Technologies decided to focus on embarrassingly parallel problems, which can
scale their performance best to the massive computing capacity available. In
parallel computing, an embarrassingly parallel problem is one for which little or no
effort is required to separate the problem into a number of parallel tasks.
(http://tinyurl.com/6cs97q) In the future, Techila Technologies will investigate
possibilities to include also “MPI-like” problems, which do not have a clearly
embarrassingly parallel nature.
The questions we ask in the application tests include:




What instance types provide the best performance? Should I use the most expensive instance
types?
Does the operating system of the cloud have effect on the throughput of the system?
Should I worry about the internal infrastructure of the cloud?
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Cloud resources

This first round of Techila Technologies’ cloud benchmark experiment included resources from the three
leading cloud platform providers: Microsoft, Amazon, and Google. Each cloud platform provider has a rich
availability of different cloud instance types.
In this report we will use following abbreviated names for the cloud services:
Abbreviated name
AWS
Azure
GCE

3.1

Full name
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud EC2
Microsoft Azure
Google Compute Engine

Technical specifications

Technical specifications of the cloud instance types included these tests are presented in Table 1:
Technical specifications below.
Even if the focus of this benchmark experiment is not in comparing processor specifications, technical
specifications show interesting differences in the cloud architectures. Features, which can explain
differences in specific test cases, include hyper threading (HT) of virtual CPUs and use of network disk as
storage.
Cloud

Instance
Type

Virtual
CPU

Memory
(GB)

Storage

Instance
Count

Operating
System

Processor

Azure*

A8

8

56

1770 GB

32

Windows
Server 2012
R2

Intel(R) Xeon(R) E52670 @ 2.60GHz

Azure*

Extra Large
(A4)

8

14

2039 GB

32

Windows
Server 2012
R2

AMD Opteron(tm)
Processor 4171 HE

AWS**

c3.8xlarge

32 (HT)

60

2 x 320
GB
SSD

8

Windows
2012 RTM

Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2680 v2 @
2.80GHz

AWS**

c3.8xlarge

32 (HT)

60

2 x 320
GB
SSD

8

Amazon
Linux

Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2680 v2 @
2.80GHz

GCE***

n1standard-8

8

30

10 GB
Network
Disk

32

Debian 7

Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU @ 2.60GHz

Table 1: Technical specifications
* http://tinyurl.com/qayh96n
** http://tinyurl.com/cu4ro4x
*** http://tinyurl.com/nmukekh
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Price specifications

Price specifications of the cloud instance types included these tests are presented in Table 2: Price
specifications below.
Enterprises IT managers need to be able to meet fluctuating demands of business efficiently. Cloud
customers see cloud and on-demand models as a way to overcome the challenge set by drastically
variable demand for computing resources.
When considering cost and designing the use of cloud it is important to know the job mix, usage patterns,
and the billing granularity.
The pricing models for cloud resources vary. This can be seen in this benchmark, where each of the
participating cloud platform providers has a different billing granularity.
Billable time in cloud is not standardized either. All participating cloud platform providers bill for the time,
when the instances are in a “running” state, but the definition of “running” varies. In HPC scenarios where
the deployments consist of a large number of cloud resources, this variance gets amplified.
Amazon has the lowest granularity billing model, where invoicing is rounded up to a full hour. Azure has
the finest granularity, where billing is implemented per minute, rounded up to the nearest minute. GCE is
billed per minute, too, but the minimum billable amount is 10 minutes.
Many cloud providers offer also discounts for users who have sustained use, sign up for a capacity plan, or
sign up for the service with a monetary commitment. Customers who do this can save money when they
trade off some of the elasticity of the cloud and ability to provision ad-hoc HPC.
If you have highly variable demand for computing resources, the overheads reported later in this document
and an unideal billing granularity can increase the cost of ownership.
As noticed in the Introduction, the prices on the cloud market are under a constant change. List prices
valid on the date of this document for the cloud instances types included in this benchmark experiment are
presented in table below. The prices are for a datacenter hosted in the European region.
Cloud

Instance Type

Operating System

Price per
instance /
h (USD)

Price per
CPU core /
h (USD)

Billing Granularity
Per

Azure

A8

Windows Server 2012 R2

2,45

0,306

Minute

Azure

Extra Large (A4)

Windows Server 2012 R2

0,648

0,080

Minute

AWS

c3.8xlarge

Windows 2012 RTM

3,008

0,094

Hour

AWS

c3.8xlarge

Amazon Linux

1,912

0,060

Hour

GCE

n1-standard-8

Debian 7

0,616

0,077

Minute*

Table 2: Price specifications
* Please see above for minimum billable amount.
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Deployment tests

The deployment tests analyzed the deployment of a virtual HPC environment in a cloud. These tests
consisted of two phases:



Deployment of cloud resources.
Configuration of the cloud resources to support computational applications.

Techila Technologies’ team used Techila HPC middleware solution to implement the tests. Techila HPC
middleware solution has been productized to support AWS, GCE and Azure.
The technology includes also autonomic computing features, which simplify the
management of large-scale computing environments (http://tinyurl.com/4nww8e),
and tools for automated deployment of large amounts of cloud resources in the
supported clouds.
The benefits of the autonomic computing features include automatic configuration
of the cloud resources. Automated deployment tools together with selfconfiguration capabilities and built-in versioning enable large scale system
deployments, undeployments, and scale-out HPC, which were key points in this
benchmark experiment.
Use of the Techila HPC middleware in this benchmark experiment simplified the implementation of this
benchmark experiment, but does not have impact of the performance of applications in the system. The
architecture of the Techila HPC middleware is designed to run the computational tasks natively on the
operating system. Because of this the Techila HPC middleware will have minimal or no impact on the
performance of the computing.
An area, where the Techila HPC middleware can have some impact on the performance of the process is
in scenarios, which consist of a very large number of small tasks. The Techila HPC middleware offers
built-in security and encryption. When these features are being applied on small tasks, the impact of the
added security can become visible. This possibility was noticed in the analysis of the test results of this
benchmark experiment. Quantitative analysis of the impact of the security measures was not considered
relevant in the scope of this benchmark experiment.

4.1

Deployment

The deployment tests analyzed the deployment of a 256 CPU core virtual HPC environment in a cloud.
The deployment was done using Techila Technologies’ automatic Deployment Tool for each cloud
platform. The use of this automated tool enabled timely operation and allowed elimination of human error
from the process.
The deployment of cloud resources using Techila Deployment Tool consists of following steps:
1. Confirming that Techila Server software was running in the target cloud.
2. Requesting compute instances from the cloud using Techila Deployment Tool including:
a. Waiting for the cloud instances to start.
b. Deployment of Techila Worker software to the cloud instance.
c. Registration of Techila Worker software components on the Techila Server.
Techila Server is a software component, which acts as a secure “gateway” to the Techila computing
environment. In the tests included in this benchmark experiment, the Techila Server was deployed onto
the target cloud before starting the tests. For more information about the Techila Server, please refer to
Techila Fundamentals document available on the Techila web site at www.techilatechnologies.com.
Deployment of the Techila Server can be done in minutes using Techila Deployment Tool. Testing the
deployment of the Techila Server was not considered interesting in the scope of this benchmark
experiment.
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Techila Worker is a minimalistic software package, which enables HPC on cloud instances. For more
information about the Techila Worker, please refer to Techila Fundamentals document available on the
Techila web site at www.techilatechnologies.com.
Time was measured from the start of the deployment to the time when the Techila Worker was ready and
running on the cloud instance.
In this benchmark experiment, Techila Technologies’ team deployed one Techila Worker for each cloud
instance.
Deployment times measured are presented in Figure 1: Deployment times below. The findings show that
deployment of instance types with Microsoft Windows operating system take longer than instance types
with a Linux operating system. It was suggested that this can be related to System Preparation (Sysprep)
phase during the installation of Microsoft Windows. This Sysprep phase requires some extra time after the
instance has been created. This happens for Microsoft Windows operating system in all cloud platform
environments included in this benchmark experiment.
Another interesting observation can be made from the shape of AWS c3.8xlarge and Azure A8 Windows
instances. The deployment of these high profile instances does not follow a linear performance. A possible
reason for this is that the availability of these instance types is still quite limited and datacenters have
challenges in responding to a request for a large number of these instance types.
The deployment of Azure resources was done on Platform as a Service (PaaS) layer, where as the design
of deployment of AWS and GCE enable use of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Because Azure does not
provide required Java management interfaces on IaaS, the current version of Techila Deployment Tool will
not be able to enable deployment of large-scale computing systems on Azure IaaS. This will also limit out
testing of the Azure’s Linux support on this first benchmark test round.
All participating cloud platform providers bill for the time, when the instances are in a “running” state, but
the definition of “running” varies. In all cloud platforms the billing starts before the instance is ready for
computing. In HPC scenarios where the deployments consist of a large number of cloud resources, this
cost overhead gets amplified. Because of this, the best performance can be achieved by using a
scheduler, which enables proactive queuing of computing. When using this, the computing can start
immediately as soon as the cloud resources are ready for computing.

Figure 1: Deployment times
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Configuration

The configuration tests analyzed the configuration of 256 CPU core virtual HPC environment in a cloud to
support execution of MATLAB-based applications. This scenario was included in this benchmark
experiment as because of following:



Cloud scenarios seem to be interesting to users of high-level languages. MATLAB is a widely used
high-level technical computing language and environment, and popular among the customers of
Techila Technologies.
The deployment of MATLAB-related components to the Techila Workers includes significant data
transfer. This can provide lessons learned about data handling, which can be analyzed and
translated to other applications and use-cases.

Configuration times measured in the tests are presented in Figure 2: Configuration times below. The
findings show that configuration of an instance in Azure take longer than in AWS and GCE. A reason for
this can be Azure instances running on PaaS layer and in AWS and GCE where the instances running on
IaaS where there is a lower level access to the infrastructure. Because of the limitations of Azure’s PaaS
design Techila middleware can not support Peer-to-Peer (P2P) transfer technology inside the HPC
environment in Azure.
Another interesting observation is that configuring an AWS c3.8xlarge instance with Windows operating
system takes longer than a c3.8xlarge instance with Linux operating system. Techila Technologies’ team
was not able to confirm the reason for this nonlinearity formally. Based on informal analysis, the
performance between Windows and Linux environments on same hardware can be explained by file
system capabilities. The data transferred contains around 33.000 files. The file system on Windows can be
slower when dealing with a large number of relatively small files.

Figure 2: Configuration times
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HPC application tests

The application tests analyzed the performance of cloud HPC in three common application scenarios:




Model calibration
Portfolio simulation
Machine learning

Many of the test used in this benchmark experiment use stochastic processes. This means that the
computation included randomness. In order to make the tests reproducible and repeatable, Techila
Technologies’ team used fixed seed values for random number generations.
Many of the test cases include sub-tasks, which can have variable execution times. A random order of sub
tasks could have caused results, which do not support comparison of different cloud platforms and cloud
instances. Because of this, Techila Technologies’ organized the tests in a way where the computation can
be repeated with the same order of sub tasks on all platforms.

5.1

Model Calibration

Model Calibration test uses a CPU intensive MATLAB code. When run in a distributed computing
environment, the application will produce variable length sub-tasks (jobs).
Techila Technologies’ organized the test so that the focus will be put on MATLAB processing performance
on different platforms. This was done by selecting a test application, which implements following
conditions:




Can be run with minimal input data.
Produces minimal output data.
Has multithreading functions disabled.

Computing times are presented in Figure 3: Computing times in Model Calibration test below. The findings
show that in this particular scenario MATLAB seems to perform better in Windows environment than on
Linux environments.
Other interesting observations are related to the performance of AWS c3.8xlarge performance. When
compared to Azure A8 and Azure Extra Large, we can see that Azure Extra Large provides very similar
performance as AWS c3.8xlarge, and Azure A8 provides double performance compared to AWS
c3.8xlarge.
The radical performance differences between AWS c3.8xlarge and Azure A8 got Techila Technologies’
team interested and the team continued analyzing the performance of HT cores compared to physical
cores. Based on their observations, the speed-up which HT cores gives in this case type is only 10-20% of
the physical core.
It is also interesting to look at the performance of Azure Extra Large in this specific
test case. Based on the experiences of the Techila Technologies’ team in past
project, MATLAB does not always provide optimal performance on AMD Opteron
processors. There are postings on Internet discussion boards, which support these
experiences (http://tinyurl.com/q67zm5u). A possible reason why the performance
of some MATLAB cases is not ideal on AMD Opteron platform can be related to
use of Intel-optimized libraries, such as the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL).
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When performing this test case on GCE, Techila Technologies’ experts found unexpected behavior in the
GCE environment: When executing only single-thread job on a GCE 8-core instance the execution time of
a single job is much better than when executing 8 single-thread jobs simultaneously on the 8-core cloud
instance. Techila Technologies’ experts have reported these findings to GCE team and they are
investigating the observed behavior.

Figure 3: Computing times in Model Calibration test
Cost of computing in each cloud is presented in tables below. Table 3: Cost of cloud computing, Model
Calibration, 1 run presents the cost of cloud-based processing when running the test once. Table 4: Cost
of cloud computing, Model Calibration, 100 run batch presents the cost of cloud-based processing when
running a 100 run batch, consisting of 100 similar tests. The 100 run batch simulates the use of cloudbased processing in enterprise environment where the utilization of HPC systems is high.
Cost overhead related to deployment of the computing infrastructure in the cloud is excluded from this cost
estimation. This is done because of the fact that users plan their capacity management differently.

Table 3: Cost of cloud computing, Model Calibration, 1 run
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Table 4: Cost of cloud computing, Model Calibration, 100 run batch
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Portfolio Simulation

Portfolio Simulation test uses a very CPU intensive code, which is implemented in R programming
language. R programming language is a rapidly developing language. This test used R version 3.0.2.
Version control and packet management are common challenges among R users who want to benefit of
HPC services. The built-in version control and self-configuration capabilities of the Techila HPC
middleware simplify scaling R performance horizontally.
Techila Technologies’ team organized the test so that the focus will be put on R programming language’s
processing performance on different platforms. This was done by selecting a use-case for this test, which
implements following conditions:



Minimal input data.
Minimal output data.

Computing times are presented in Figure 4: Computing times in Portfolio simulation test below.
An interesting observation is related to the performance of AWS c3.8xlarge performance. When compared
to Azure A8 and Azure Extra Large, we can see that in this case, the Azure Extra Large provides a very
similar performance as AWS c3.8xlarge, and Azure A8 provides double performance compared to AWS
c3.8xlarge and Azure Extra Large. Because the cost of Azure Extra Large is affordable and Azure
supports a fine granularity billing, this can make Azure Extra Large a great value option for users of R
programming language.
Another interesting observation is that in this case AWS c3.xlarge with Linux provides clearly better
performance than AWS c3.8xlarge running Windows operating system.

Figure 4: Computing times in Portfolio simulation test
Cost of computing in each cloud is presented in tables below. Table 5: Cost of cloud computing, Portfolio
Simulation, 1 run presents the cost of cloud-based processing when running the test once. Table 6: Cost
of cloud computing, Portfolio Simulation, 100 run batch presents the cost of cloud-based processing when
running a 100 run batch, consisting of 100 similar tests. The 100 run batch simulates the use of cloudbased processing in enterprise environment where the utilization of HPC systems is high.
Cost overhead related to deployment of the computing infrastructure in the cloud is excluded from this cost
estimation. This is done because of the fact that users plan their capacity management differently.
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Table 5: Cost of cloud computing, Portfolio Simulation, 1 run

Table 6: Cost of cloud computing, Portfolio Simulation, 100 run batch
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Machine Learning

Machine Learning (ML) test uses a CPU intensive code implemented in C++
language. The code is known as RF-ACE, which stands for Random Forest,
Artificial Contrasts with Ensembles. The code is available in the Internet at
https://code.google.com/p/rf-ace
Techila Technologies’ team designed the test to measure computing times,
including time required for data transfer between the Techila Server and Techila
Workers.
This Machine Learning case uses a moderate amount of input data and writes a moderate amount of out
output data. Both the input and output data are less than 100 MB.
Because the code was implemented in C++ ,the Techila Technologies team’s
original plan was to use the Remote Compilation features of the Techila HPC
middleware to manage the build process of platform-specific executables for
Windows and Linux platforms automatically. The Remote Compilation feature is
introduced in Techila Fundamentals document. (http://tinyurl.com/mxmyllb)
After considering this option carefully, the Techila Technologies team decided that
in this benchmark experiment it is better not to take the responsibility of selecting
the best build options for this specific case. Because of this, the Techila
Technologies team decided to skip the use of Remote Compilation and implemented the test using precompiled executable and binary files for the RF-ACE application, which are available from the RF-ACE site
in the Internet.
Computing times are presented in Figure 5: Computing times in Machine Learning test below. In this
Machine Learning case, all instance types are delivering performance figures, which go quite logically
hand-in-hand with the instance type’s technical specifications presented in Table 1: Technical
specifications.
An interesting observation is that AWS c3.8xlarge instances with Linux operating system and GCE n1standard-8 instances with Linux operating system performed in this test significantly better in comparison
with Windows instances, than in other tests included in this benchmark experiment. It was suggested that
this could be related to the optimization of compilers used by the RF-ACE development.
Another interesting observation is that in this specific case Azure A8 and AWS c3.8xlarge with Windows
operating system provided very similar performance, despite of differences observed in other test cases. It
was suggested that this could be related to the fact that some scenarios are well suited for hyper threading
and can benefit of it. Because of this, if the goal is to get the most out of a hyper threading platform, it is
important to understand the suitability of the applications for the platform.
In the course of the tests Techila Technologies’ team noticed that some of the algorithms caused a “tail”,
where some algorithms took significantly longer than others. In this benchmark experiment, the tests
focused on analyzing the computing performance in a single run of the RF-ACE application.
In actual enterprise scenarios the user might want to run RF-ACE with different inputs or he or his
colleagues have some other computing waiting. In these cases the user can overbook the system and
starting new computing while the tail is still being computed.
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Figure 5: Computing times in Machine Learning test
Cost of computing in each cloud is presented in tables below. Table 7: Cost of cloud computing, Machine
Learning, 1 run presents the cost of cloud-based processing when running the test once. Table 8: Cost of
cloud computing, Machine Learning, 100 run batch presents the cost of cloud-based processing when
running a 100 run batch, consisting of 100 similar tests. The 100 run batch simulates the use of cloudbased processing in enterprise environment where the utilization of HPC systems is high.
It is important to notice that the cost of the 100 run batch presented here is a calculated cost. Because of
the “tail” behavior reported earlier in this chapter, and resulting possibilities for overbooking of the system
using the Techila HPC middleware, the actual cost of 100 run batch could be reduced. Cost savings with
the use of overbooking will not change the cost order of the cloud platforms.
Cost overhead related to deployment of the computing infrastructure in the cloud is excluded from this cost
estimation. This is done because of the fact that users plan their capacity management differently.

Table 7: Cost of cloud computing, Machine Learning, 1 run
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Table 8: Cost of cloud computing, Machine Learning, 100 run batch
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Conclusions

Based on the results of this first cloud benchmark experiment with real-world HPC applications, organized
by Techila Technologies, we can say without doubt that cloud computing will have a role to play in HPC.
Cloud will also without doubt transform the way how we understand the word “HPC”. HPC will no longer be
science, which would require special training and expensive upfront investments. Cloud will bring HPC to
new desks and simplified user experience will empower new users to benefit of it.
Cloud platforms don’t use clear version numbering. Cloud platform providers are rolling out new instance
types, new features and other enhancements every month. Prices are also under a constant change.
Because of this, the findings of this cloud benchmark report should be considered as a snapshot of the
current state of cloud platform technologies. If the tests would be repeated in a couple of months, the
results could be different. Because of this, Techila Technologies has presented an idea is to develop this
benchmark experiment, add more use-cases and more scenarios, and repeat the tests periodically to keep
the report actual.
In the early days of cloud computing, many users understood cloud as a source of unlimited elasticity. The
tests included in this benchmark experiment show that the leading clouds have evolved to a very elastic
source of computing power. However, the elasticity depends on the type of resources you request and
your service level expectations.
In the course of this benchmark experiment the Techila Technologies’ team noticed that comparing the
cost of computing in different clouds is very difficult because of differences in pricing models:
Comparing the cost of computing within one cloud is possible, and can provide tools for interesting
savings. For example the cost of a single portfolio simulation using Azure A8 was 2,014 times more
expensive than with Azure Extra Large (A4), but Azure A8 was only 1,877 times faster. When the cloud is
used as a more integral part of the HPC infrastructure, cost differences and performance differences will
accumulate and even small benefits can become relevant,
When moving to cost comparison between different clouds, we need to understand the workload patterns,
For example Amazon bills partial instance-hours consumed as full hours and GCE has a minimum billing
of 10 minutes. When analyzing the cost of patterns, it becomes relevant to understand the deployment
times and states when cloud resources are being billed.
The tests included in this report touch the surface of cost comparison between clouds, but a
comprehensive analysis including variable workload patterns will be left out from the scope of this report.
Techila Technologies hopes that the data included in this report can help customers in simulating their
estimated cost of computing in their actual business environment.
Even if this benchmark experiment analyzed the leading cloud platform providers who can benefit of
economies of scale, high-end resources are more limited than mainstream services. We should also
remember that resource provisioning in these giant datacenters is still limited by physical boundaries.
Because of this, when designing the architecture for a cloud HPC solution we should always think
following questions:






How quickly we need to have cloud resources available?
What is the billing granularity of the cloud service?
What are the unit costs of the cloud resources?
What is our job mix?
What kind of data does our application use? Important data questions are: Total amount of data, is
the data monolithic or does it consist of a large number small datasets, is it static or is it produced
real-time, where is the data produced and stored,…

Additional important questions, which should be included in the planning are:
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Are we planning to implement our HPC entirely in the cloud, or would we like to integrate cloud to
our on-premises IT and benefit of a hybrid system?
If we are planning a hybrid system, is our plan to implement cloud as an integral part of our HPC
infrastructure, or are we looking for cloud-bursting.
If we are looking for cloud-bursting, are we looking for it as an emergency release valve which
allows dealing with peaks, or catering HPC to short discrete projects that don’t need to run on the
main system?
Where do we store our data, and how do we optimize the data transfer?

The physical architecture is also the reason why HPC in the cloud will require a middleware. In this
benchmark we performed large-scale tests, but not in a scale which would be unforeseen to any business
who benefits of HPC.
Performing such experiments in a loosely coupled infrastructure, such as the cloud, requires a middleware,
which enables horizontal scaling and can hide the possible nonlinearities of the physical infrastructure.
After all, cloud is built of very similar units what we see in our offices. When we come to the limits to the
physical unit’s scalability, we need a solution, which enables scaling over the limit, which in this experiment
was the Techila HPC middleware.
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Appendix A – Glossary
Term
AWS
Azure
FLOPS
Gbps
GCE
HPC
HT
IaaS
MKL
P2P
PaaS

Description
Amazon Web Services
Microsoft Azure
Floating-point Operations Per Second
Gigabits per second
Google Compute Engine
High-Performance Computing
Hyper threading
Infrastructure as a Service
Math Kernel Library
Peer-to-Peer
Platform as a Service
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